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THE PROBLEM - Short Selling
What is Short Selling?
1.

Definition: Short Selling is the act of using a brokerage account to borrow shares under
the arrangement that you will return them at a specified date in the future. The shares are
instantly sold on the open market by the short seller, which creates downward price
pressure. The short seller makes money when the price of the stock falls. If the stock
inevitably falls, then the short seller can choose to cover their short position by buying the
shares at the now lower price and then returning the borrowed shares to their broker.

2. Effects on Stocks: Many companies experience massive downward pressure when
enough of their shares are sold short. This can cause these companies to experience
falling share prices for extended periods of time. Ultimately, this can rattle retail investors
and cause them to sell their shares at losses, which causes more downward price
pressure for the share price.
3. Effects on Companies: Companies who experience massive short volume experience a
decrease in their ability to raise funding through the issuance of stocks and bonds. This
inability to raise capital can result in the company having issues surviving through periods
of instability in their profitability. Consequently, the hedge funds play a large role in
determining which companies survive and which go bankrupt. This causes massive job
losses and hurts the 99% of people who are less fortunate while enriching the 1% who
already have more than enough.
4. Hedge Funds and Large Institutional Manipulation: Who is at fault for the issues
companies are plagued with because of short selling? To put it bluntly, Hedge Funds and
Large Institutions (there is some retail interest in shorting stocks as well, but it is a drop in
the bucket compared to the amount of equity that these large institutions short stocks
with). These large entities have massive amounts of funding to endlessly short these

companies' shares into the dirt. They even use a process called “naked shorting,” which
is essentially selling a fake (electronically manufactured) share. This share is not a part of
the company’s actual share float. It dilutes the share pool and distorts the true price of
the stock.
5. SEC Oversight: The SEC is very aware of these manipulative tactics, but does very little to
help the retail investor and companies who are shorted. They may slap small fines on
various parties, but very rarely does this result in investigations and arrests. Typically, the
fines that are paid are a drop in the bucket compared to the amount made from shorting.
The fines do nothing to discourage hedge funds from continuing their manipulative
tactics.
6. Broker: Simply put, the broker creates the naked shares (fake share) and lends it to the
short seller at their discretion. The broker does this because they make money from the
interest attached to the fake shares.
7. Winners of Short Selling: The 1%. The individuals who already have so much are the ones
who directly benefit from these corrupt manipulative tactics that hurt only small retailers
and already struggling companies.
8. Losers of Short Selling: The 99%. The small investor has almost no power to fight these
tactics and almost always end up with the short end of the stick. They lose hard earned
money when they already had so little to lose, and as we mentioned prior, the job losses
to various communities is devastating to many families. Struggling Companies,
communities, homes, and people's lives are destroyed.

THE SOLUTION
1.

Retail money has come together in some instances (like GME) to expose the short sellers
over-leveraged positions by buying, holding, and not selling. When enough buying and
holding occurs, there can be a resulting short squeeze. During a short squeeze, a stock
can infinitely increase in price until people sell and all short positions are closed. A
massive transfer of wealth from the 1% to the 99% occurs in these rare instances.
Unfortunately, there is not enough money in the Retailers pocket to expose every overly
shorted stock on the market.

2. Our solution is to create a deflationary currency that has retail support whose price floor
continuously rises based upon reflection, LP, and Burn. Additionally, we want to bridge
the gap of knowledge and investing between the crypto world and stock world. Many
investors hold one or the other but do not hold both assets. Therefore, our coin can
segway investors in heavily shorted stocks to the crypto market when they buy our coin.
Also, it will segway cryptocurrency investors to the stock market because they will
become informed about advantageous opportunities for short squeezes. (WE WILL
NEVER GIVE ADVICE ABOUT SPECIFIC STOCKS TO INVEST IN AS WE ARE NOT

FINANCIAL ADVISORS, BUT WE WILL DO OUR BEST TO INFORM INVESTORS IN
SCENARIOS WHERE THERE IS A LOT OF MANIPULATION AND SHORT SELLING).
3. Furthermore, our tokeonomics and Tax Fee Structure will support the cause as well.
Specifically, there will be a 5% redistribution fee paid to all holders on every transaction.
There will be a 3% transaction fee that will auto lock in LP on Pancake Swap. 2% of each
transaction will go directly to ShortSqueeze Coin’s own Charity Foundation, where the
funds will be divided as follows: 1% to legal fees for retail investors, and 1% to fund pushes
for market transparency. Lastly, there will be periodic burns based upon community
achievements.
4. With massive adoption of our coin the price will increase exponentially, and it will offer
investors immense gains. If our investors choose to move some of their gains from
ShortSqueezeCoin to heavily shorted stocks they have learned about while investing in
our coin, then that is their right. We are NOT giving financial advice to invest in any of
these overly shorted stocks or our coin as they all carry significant risk and should be
reviewed based on your own financial situation. With enough adoption we can raise
enough funds for retailers to finally have money to stand up against the corruption that
Elites use against us via short-selling. The end result can be more frequent short
squeezes in a shorter amount of time. Ultimately, as shorting becomes less profitable
because more and more investors from the 99% are informed about short squeezes and
how to win the war against short sellers, shorting will cease to exist because the risk will
no longer be worth the reward. Just like with a short squeeze, all we have to do is buy
and hold.

LONG-TERM GOALS
●

Create Charity Foundation that provides transparency to the stock market and support to
retail investors and the 99%.

●

Provide funding to go towards legal fees for retail investors

●

Bridge the information gap between the crypto and stock markets for investors of each

●

End short selling as a manipulative practice by helping make it unprofitable to short-sell

Audit
We will initiate an audit once we have raised enough funding in the marketing wallet without
hurting SSC’s price action.

TRANSACTIONAL FEE STRUCTURING
There is a 10% Transactional Fee for every buy/sell transaction in our coin.
Breakdown of 10% fee:
●

5% Redistributed to holders

●

3% to locked liquidity in PancakeSwap

●

1% to legal fees for retail investors

●

1% to funding Charity Foundation as we push for market transparency

ICO SUPPLY ALLOCATION
●

Total Supply = 1 Quadrillion (1,000,000,000,000,000)

●

10% to Liquidity Pool through PancakeSwap (100T) - It will be locked permanently once
ICO is over

●

Just over 28% of supply Instantly burned during ICO (over 280 Trillion coins)

●

10% to Development Team (Locked for 30 days)

●

5% to Marketing Funds wallet (50T)

●

47% Issued out in ICO (470T)

PooCharts Price Graph:
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x328facf21867d5f5998e873a7cf387f82d046e83

Social Media/Contact:
Telegram Link - <https://t.me/joinchat/HsSLUbcxqew3YTYx>
Twitter - ShortSqueeze Coin (@squeezecoin) / Twitter
Instagram Page - ShortSqueeze Coin (@shortsqueezecoin) • Instagram photos and videos
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/profile.php
Reddit - ShortSqueeze Coin (u/ShortSqueezeCoin) - Reddit

Locked Liquidity:
Link to verify that our Liquidity was locked for 1 year: ShortSqueezeCoin (SSC) Lockup Overview |
Team by TrustSwap

Legal Disclaimer

It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In any doubt, the
consultancy shall be taken from the legal, financial, tax, or other professional law practitioners. All
the information given above is not presented exhaustively and can never be considered part of
various contractual relationships. Our desire is that the information provided in this white paper
should be accurate, up to date, and all the products, services, technical architecture, coin
distribution, and company timelines remain static. All materials are subject to change without
notice, and they cannot be considered a binding agreement of the professional advice. This
white paper does not bind any individual to enter into any contract or enter into any binding legal
commitment to the contribution. This white paper also does not have any capacity to bind any
person to enter into any contract or consider it a binding legal obligation to the assistance of the
whitepaper. As a result of this publication, distribution, dissemination does not imply the
applicable laws, the regulatory requirements, and the available regulations.

